Agora Room 228
P2 sorter room,
Max 2 persons in 37.4m²
2 work zones (5 & 6) each approx. 15m²
Will only have 1 operator from FCF staff present at a time

Astrios Operator seated here

Aria II Operator seated here
Agora Room
227 P1
analyser room,
4 persons max in 75m².
4 work zones each approx. 15m².
Zones 1 and 2 each have 2 machines, only 1 of which will be able to be used at any one time (IRIS reservation system blocks booking).
Zones 3 and 4 only contain 1 machine (1 person) each.

Not all zones expected to be occupied at the same time as use of Sony sorter and Symphony only sporadic (zones 3 & 4)
Biopole SE-D, level 2 Rooms
AA41 (lab), AA42 (office) and BA42 (P2 sorter room)

Only 1 sorter in zone 5 will be used at a time, so only 1 operator from FCF staff present

1 person in AA41 (27m²) zone 6

1 person in BA42 (19m²) zone 5
Biopole SE-D, 
level 2 Room
BA32 (analyser lab, 18.9m²)
zone 1

3 machines located here, but **only 1 machine can be used at any one time** (IRIS online reservation will block bookings for other machines)
Biopole SE-D, level 2 Room AA31 (analyser lab, 41m², 3 zones of about 12m² (zone 2) to 14m² (zones 3 & 4))

6 machines located here (2 in each zone). **Only 1 machine in each zone can be used at any one time** (IRIS online reservation will block bookings for other machines in the same zone).

Cytoflex Operator seated here
As plate reader machine, only need to be there the time it takes to load a plate, then leave

Fortessa 1 Operator seated here

Fortessa Operator seated here

LSR IIb Operator seated here

LR IIb Operator seated here

Gallios II Operator seated here